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ILTIS-PCS 

ILTIS-S tandard vers ion  

 

ILTIS DmsVoyager     
 

Did you already ask for an overview or a table containing all set 
points or all alarm priorities? Moreover, would it not be useful 
changing those values at once with the help of that overview?  
That exactly offers ILTIS DmsVoyagerILTIS DmsVoyagerILTIS DmsVoyagerILTIS DmsVoyager. 

ILTIS DmsVoyagerILTIS DmsVoyagerILTIS DmsVoyagerILTIS DmsVoyager is an auxiliary tool creating key signal basing 
overviews, setting values or generating protocols or any docu-
mentation with the help of printable reports. 

 

The DmsVoyageDmsVoyageDmsVoyageDmsVoyagerrrr is a kind of 
browser for signals and record 
fields coming from the parame-
terization. A tabular overview is 
created using a key signal, for 
example, ‚Substituted value’, 
and a selectable condition. 

However, the DmsVoyagerDmsVoyagerDmsVoyagerDmsVoyager is 
not only used to display infor-
mation, data may also be mod-
ified and stored for the use with-
in the parameterization. 

For the recording and documen-
tation, the overview is printed 
as report. 

Creating the overview using a simple 
input mask 

An overview is defined with the 
help of an input mask easily to 
complete, using the key signal 
definition (for example, ‚Substi-
tuted value’ or ‚ErrorCode’) and 
the values to be displayed for 
this. Those values are displayed 
separately in further columns. 

 

For each value additionally can 
be specified, whether it can be 
changed and the range of value 
within that value can be 
changed. 

 

Displaying the over-
view via mouse click 

The operator can 
call an already 
created overview 
at any time via 
mouse click. In 
this way, the op-
erator immediate-
ly receives an 
overview on the 
plant and values 
actually set. 

Change of value directly in the over-
view 

If defined as ‚Changeable’, the 
values in the tabular overview 
will be changed easily and in a 
clearly way. Thus, for example, 
‚Substituted values’ can be 
checked and, if needed, ad-
justed immediately. 

Recording / documentation via 
printed report 

At any time, the operator is able 
printing out the overview. 

 

Recording, documentation and 
information transfer to a third 
person like maintenance staff or 
for the next shift is guaranteed. 

Further features 

Besides an extensive filter func-
tion, a statistical function is 
available, too. For example, the 
statistical function is used to 
evaluate the power consumption 
depending on different power 
priorities. 

 
 

� Just simply creating a key 
signal basing overview 

� Quickly and timesaving 
checking and adjusting of 
values 

� Recording and documenting 
process values and process 
states via mouse click 
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